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Abstract
Stressful life events (SLEs) are strongly associated with the emergence of adolescent anxiety and depression, but
the underlying mechanisms remain poorly understood, especially at the within-persons level. We investigated how
adolescent social communication (i.e., frequency of calls and texts) following SLEs relates to changes in internalizing
symptoms in a multitimescale, intensive, year-long study (N = 30; n = 355 monthly observations; n ≈ 5,000 experiencesampling observations). Within-persons increases in SLEs were associated with receiving more calls than usual at
both the month and moment levels and making more calls at the month level. Increased calls were prospectively
associated with worsening internalizing symptoms at the month level only, suggesting that SLEs rapidly influence
phone communication patterns, but these communication changes may have a more protracted, cumulative influence
on internalizing symptoms. Finally, increased incoming calls prospectively mediated the association between SLEs
and anxiety at the month level. We identify adolescent social communication fluctuations as a potential mechanism
conferring risk for stress-related internalizing psychopathology.
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The prevalence of anxiety and depression disorders
increases dramatically across adolescence. Adolescence
is characterized by elevated risk for first onset of anxiety or depression (Hankin et al., 1998; Kessler et al.,
2005; Paus et al., 2008). The onset of internalizing disorders during adolescence is associated with heightened risk for comorbid disorders, greater functional
impairment, and a more severe and disabling course
(Fombonne et al., 2001a, 2001b; Pine et al., 1998). Understanding the mechanisms that contribute to this heightened risk for anxiety and depression during adolescence
may help to identify targets for early interventions.
Exposure to stressful life events (SLEs) is a well-established
risk factor for anxiety and depression (Hammen, 1991,

2005; Kendler et al., 1999; Mazure, 1998; McEwen, 2003;
McLaughlin et al., 2012), and adolescence is a time of
particular vulnerability following exposure to SLEs. The
coupling between stress exposure and negative affect
and psychopathology is elevated among adolescents
relative to children and adults (Espejo et al., 2007; Grant
et al., 2003, 2004; Larson & Ham, 1993; Monroe et al.,
1999). Stressors that are severe (e.g., childhood trauma;
McLaughlin et al., 2012) or chronic (Chaby et al., 2015)
are particularly likely to lead to the emergence of anxiety
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and depression; however, even daily hassles and normative stressors (e.g., peer conflict, the breakup of a
romantic relationship) are associated with subsequent
increases in anxiety and depression symptoms in adolescents (Hammen, 2005; Jenness et al., 2019; Monroe
et al., 1999). Although much of this research has used
cross-sectional designs that examine between-persons
variables, longitudinal studies have also demonstrated
associations of SLEs with subsequent changes in anxiety
and depression at the within-persons level (Cole et al.,
2006; Ge et al., 2001; Hankin, 2008). For example,
recent work from our group found that within-persons
deviations in exposure to stress (i.e., increases relative
to one’s own average level of stress exposure) predicted
subsequent increases in depression symptoms several
months later in adolescents ( Jenness et al., 2019). However, the mechanisms underlying this tight temporal
coupling of stress with anxiety and depression symptoms remain poorly understood. Greater understanding
of these mechanisms is essential to identifying and intervening on processes that confer risk for stress-related
psychopathology during adolescence. In the current
study, we used an intensive longitudinal design to examine the role of social communication as a potential mechanism linking dynamic fluctuations in SLEs with anxiety
and depression symptoms during adolescence.
Adolescents experience dramatic changes in the
complexity of their social experiences (Nelson et al.,
2005). Compared with children, adolescents spend
more time with peers than family (Barnes et al., 2007;
Larson, 2001), have less stability in peer relationships
(Cairns et al., 1995), and place greater importance on
peer relationships (Brown, 1990). The need for social
belonging is a fundamental human drive (Baumeister
& Leary, 1995), and a lack of social support is associated with elevated risk for many negative outcomes,
including anxiety and depression (Cacioppo & Hawkley,
2003; Coppersmith et al., 2019; Weeks et al., 1980). This
is especially true during adolescence (Somerville, 2013);
adolescents exhibit heightened emotional and physiological responses to peer evaluation relative to children or adults (Rodman et al., 2017; Sebastian et al.,
2010; Silk et al., 2012; Somerville et al., 2013; Stroud
et al., 2009), and social rejection is strongly associated
with anxiety and depression symptoms during this
period (Prinstein & Aikins, 2004; Williams, 2007).
Given the importance of social relationships and
their relation to anxiety and depression during adolescence, it is possible that changes in social behaviors could
serve as a mechanism linking SLEs with internalizing
psychopathology. Prior work shows that adolescents are
more likely to seek social support from peers and parents
during times of heightened perceived stress through both
traditional (e.g., face-to-face communication; Galaif
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et al., 2003) and digital means (e.g., online communication; Frison & Eggermont, 2015; Oh et al., 2013). However, the downstream implications of seeking support
through digital means are not clear, and existing evidence on whether this type of social engagement is
helpful is mixed.
Decades of research have demonstrated that social
support mitigates risk for internalizing problems following exposure to stressors (Cohen, 2004; Cohen &
Wills, 1985; Herman-Stahl & Petersen, 1996), suggesting
that support-seeking behaviors are an adaptive coping
response during periods of stress. Indeed, studies have
shown that support-seeking behaviors following SLEs
are associated with fewer symptoms of anxiety and
depression (Clarke, 2006). Adolescents who endorsed
seeking out parental and peer social support following
SLEs had enhanced life and relationship satisfaction
(Saha et al., 2014) and fewer depression symptoms over
time (Murberg & Bru, 2005). In addition, the quality of
parental and peer relationships, including the ability to
use these relationships for support, is a protective factor
associated with lower depression symptoms (Coppersmith
et al., 2019; Prinstein et al., 2000), particularly following
exposure to stress during adolescence (Alto et al., 2018).
Thus, social engagement, even through digital means,
following SLEs could be associated with reduced subsequent depression and anxiety symptoms.
Social communication through mobile devices (e.g.,
phone calls and text messaging) has become one of
the most important modes of peer communication
among adolescents (Lenhart et al., 2010), and prior
work finds mixed results concerning its impact on psychological well-being. Although some previous work
has suggested that frequency of phone communication,
even at high intensities, is associated with lower levels
of loneliness, stronger relational bonds, increased perceived social support, and fewer symptoms of anxiety
and depression (George et al., 2018; Padilla-Walker
et al., 2012), other work has found that high levels of
phone communication may be maladaptive, suggesting
this dramatic shift in social communication has rapidly
changed the landscape of adolescent social life in ways
that may not be fully realized (Murdock, 2013). Indeed,
studies have found either no relationship between frequency of phone communication and social closeness
among adolescents and young adults (Roser et al., 2016;
Thomée et al., 2011) or that sending more texts was
actually associated with less fulfilling relationships and
conversations (Angster et al., 2010).
In addition, high volumes of digital communication
have been associated with worse well-being and daily
functioning (Lister-Landman et al., 2017; Sánchez-Martínez
& Otero, 2008), including greater symptoms of depression and anxiety (Coyne et al., 2018, 2019; Redmayne
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et al., 2013; Roser et al., 2016; Thomée et al., 2011). In
fact, one study showed that interpersonal stressors were
more strongly associated with emotional distress in
young adults who engaged in high levels of texting
(Murdock, 2013). Note that the relationships between
phone communication and psychological well-being
have been examined at various timescales—with some
researchers examining how reported frequency of
phone communication relates to well-being within the
same day (George et al., 2018) and others examining
these relationships over the course of months or years
(Padilla-Walker et al., 2012; Thomée et al., 2011)—and
this may contribute to inconsistent findings. In addition,
previous work has suggested that although fluctuations
in internalizing symptoms occur on the order of weeks
to months (Hammen, 2005; Monroe & Reid, 2008), the
tight coupling between stress and negative affect occurs
on a more granular scale (i.e., hours to days; Larson &
Ham, 1993; Sliwinski et al., 2009; Stawski et al., 2008;
Zawadzki et al., 2019). Thus, extant evidence is mixed
as to the psychological consequences of phone communication intensity, and a greater focus on the impact
of within-persons fluctuations in frequency of social
communication following stress examined at multiple
timescales could clarify these relationships.
In addition, the vast majority of previous work that
examined adolescent communication on mobile devices
and internalizing problems is based on subjective estimates of phone use, which are subject to inaccuracies
and biases inherent in self-reported behaviors (Aydin
et al., 2011; Inyang et al., 2009). More recent work has
leveraged technological advancements in passively
measuring objective phone behaviors via smartphones
(Sequeira et al., 2019; Torous et al., 2016). Although
some studies in which individual differences in screen
time or social media use were examined have found
no or minimal effects on well-being (Orben & Przybylski,
2019a, 2019b), other researchers using within-persons
approaches have found links between phone behavior
(e.g., screen time and frequency of phone communication) and reported stress levels (Sano et al., 2018), personality characteristics (e.g., extraversion; Harari et al.,
2020), and anxiety and depression symptoms (Saeb
et al., 2015). We extend this work by examining how
fluctuations in objectively measured phone communication following SLEs relate to anxiety and depression in
an intensive longitudinal design.
In the current study, we aimed to determine whether
changes in social communication during periods of
high exposure to stressors are a potential candidate
mechanism through which SLEs might influence internalizing psychopathology during adolescence. We
examined anxiety and depression separately because
they represent distinct subcomponents of internalizing
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symptoms that may relate to social communication in
different ways. For example, it may be the case that
anxiety is activating and related to hypervigilant monitoring of social communication, whereas depression is
related to withdrawal from social communication. We
also employed a combination of both month and moment
levels of assessment to examine these associations at
different timescales. At the month level, we examined
whether within-persons fluctuations in exposure to
SLEs were associated with subsequent changes in the
frequency of phone communication. In addition, we
evaluated whether these fluctuations in the frequency
of phone communication were associated with subsequent changes in anxiety and depression symptoms.
Finally, we assessed whether fluctuations in the frequency of phone communication were a mechanism
linking SLEs with anxiety and depression at the withinpersons level. To examine these associations at a more
granular level, we used experience-sampling methods
(ecological momentary assessments [EMAs]) to assess
how associations between perceived stress, phone communication, and reported depressed and anxious affect
unfold over the course of a day.

Method
Participants
Our sample was designed to examine associations of
SLEs, frequency of phone communication, and internalizing symptoms at the within-persons level. A sample
of 30 female adolescents ages 15 to 17 years participated in a year-long longitudinal study that included
12 in-lab assessments conducted each month (n = 355
monthly assessments) and a total of 12 weeks of EMAs
spread across four waves of 3-week periods in which
participants reported on stress and affect three times
daily (n = nearly 5,000 EMAs; see Table 1). Participants
were recruited from schools, libraries, public transportation, and other public spaces in the general community in Seattle, Washington, between April 2016 and
April 2018. Inclusion criteria included female sex, ages
15 to 17 years, possession of a smartphone with a data
plan, and English fluency.
We focused on adolescent females in this age range
given higher levels of depression and anxiety symptoms
among adolescent females than males (e.g., Hankin
et al., 1998; Lewinsohn et al., 1995) as well as more
problematic phone use (Roser et al., 2016). Social communication via mobile phones also appears to peak
around this age (Coyne et al., 2018). Our study was
well powered to examine within-persons associations
between SLEs, frequency of phone communication, and
symptoms of anxiety and depression over time, and
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and ICCs for Each Dependent Variable
Dependent variable
Stress
Month level
   Stressful life events
  Chronic stress
Moment level
   EMA stress, morning
   EMA stress, afternoon
   EMA stress, night
Social behaviors
Month level
   Outgoing calls (per day)
   Incoming calls (per day)
   Outgoing texts (per day)
   Incoming texts (per day)
Moment level
   Outgoing calls, morning
   Outgoing calls, afternoon
   Outgoing calls, night
   Incoming calls, morning
   Incoming calls, afternoon
   Incoming calls, night
   Outgoing texts, morning
   Outgoing texts, afternoon
   Outgoing texts, night
   Incoming texts, morning
   Incoming texts, afternoon
   Incoming texts, night
Clinical symptoms
Month level
   Generalized anxiety (GAD-7)
  Depression (PHQ-9)
Moment level
   EMA depressed, morning
   EMA depressed, afternoon
   EMA depressed, night
   EMA anxious, morning
   EMA anxious, afternoon
   EMA anxious, night

N

n

M

SD

Range

Possible
range

ICC

30
30

356
356

2.50
4.22

3.33
1.87

0–19
0–8

0–8

.246
.697

30
30
30

1,414
1,727
1,740

3.22
3.11
3.07

1.85
1.81
1.84

1–7
1–7
1–7

1–7
1–7
1–7

.493
.454
.438

28
28
26
26

294
294
268
275

2.15
1.54
33.04
39.22

2.21
1.92
38.18
42.07

0.05–16.68
0–19.6
0.11–220.59
0.44–245.85

.555
.621
.774
.724

28
28
28
28
28
28
26
26
26
26
26
26

3,986
5,266
5,131
3,986
5,266
5,131
6,267
6,789
6,724
6,267
6,789
6,724

0.78
1.41
1.58
0.60
0.93
1.11
8.89
11.48
17.38
10.84
14.01
21.10

1.41
2.04
2.49
1.08
1.38
2.29
16.27
17.67
28.22
19.90
21.08
32.61

0–22
0–19
0–34
0–27
0–22
0–75
0–210
0–173
0–308
0–704
0–407
0–312

.055
.108
.125
.068
.114
.126
.388
.355
.335
.258
.270
.292

30
30

355
355

5.11
5.41

3.83
4.06

0–14
0–17

0–21
0–27

.613
.630

30
30
30
30
30
30

1,418
1,730
1,747
1,419
1,732
1,750

2.18
2.07
2.06
3.17
3.07
2.95

1.59
1.53
1.53
1.77
1.80
1.80

1–7
1–7
1–7
1–7
1–7
1–7

1–7
1–7
1–7
1–7
1–7
1–7

.444
.371
.387
.492
.485
.462

Note: N = number of subjects; n = number of observations; ICC = intraclass correlation; EMA = ecological momentary
assessment; GAD-7 = Generalized Anxiety Disorder–7 (Spitzer et al., 2006); PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire–9
(Kroenke et al., 2001).

there was sufficient power (> 80%) to detect small
within-persons effects (as small as β = 0.11). For more
information on the simulated power analysis approach,
see Supplemental Materials and Figure S4 in the Supplemental Material available online.
Participants were excluded according to the following criteria: IQ less than 80, active substance dependence, psychosis, presence of pervasive developmental
disorders (e.g., autism), MRI ineligibility (e.g., metal

implants), psychotropic medication use, active safety
concerns, and inability to commit to the year-long study
procedure. A total of 18 participants (60%) had experienced a lifetime mood or anxiety disorder assessed at
the first monthly visit, and 12 participants (40%) met
criteria for an internalizing disorder during the year
they participated in the study, assessed at the final
monthly visit. Mood and anxiety disorder were assessed
using the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and
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Schizophrenia (K-SADS; Kaufman et al., 1997). Twentytwo participants identified as White (73%), four identified as Asian (13%), two identified as Black (7%), and
two identified as mixed race (7%). Participants’ incometo-needs ratios were computed using their parents’
report of total combined household income and household size. Four participants were in families with
income below the poverty line (i.e., income-to-needs
ratio below 1; 13%), 12 participants’ ratios were between
1 and 3 (30%), and 13 participants’ ratios were between
3 and 10 (33%). One participant did not provide income
information. All study procedures were approved by the
Institutional Review Board at the University of Washington. Written informed consent was obtained from legal
guardians, and adolescents provided written assent. Participants were paid increasing amounts of money for
each monthly visit, for a total of $905 in possible earnings (see Table S1 in the Supplemental Material).

Unfortunately, a number of issues in the MetricWire
tool made it impossible to compute the exact proportion of moment-level assessments that participants completed. Specifically, the software did not consistently
record when prompts were sent to participants, making
it impossible to know whether a prompt was ignored
by the respondent or not actually sent. Although these
issues have been resolved in newer versions of the tool,
they had not yet been addressed in the version that was
available at the time we started the study. Although we
cannot compute the exact response rate for momentlevel assessments, we can estimate that if all planned
prompts had reached participants, they would have a
received a maximum of 7,560 prompts. Thus, at the
very least, participants completed more than 65% of all
possible prompts despite these technical issues, which
is a rate that is at or above standard for this sampling
approach (van Roekel et al., 2019).

Procedures

Assessments

Month-level assessments of stressful life events and
internalizing symptoms were administered at each of
the 12 monthly visits. This intensive longitudinal design
resulted in a total of 360 possible month-level observations of stressful life events and symptoms over the
study period, and participants attended 355 out of 360
study visits (98.6% completion rate).
Moment-level assessments measured perceptions of
stress, depressed affect, and anxious affect and were
collected via smartphone (through the MetricWire app;
Versions 3.1.0–3.5.1; https://www.metricwire.com).
Moment-level assessments of perceived stress and affect
were collected three times a day, during the morning,
afternoon, and evening, for 3 weeks at four separate
times across the year-long study (i.e., a total of 12
weeks of moment-level assessments across four waves).
Participants were counterbalanced to receive the first
wave either in the first or second month of the study,
and subsequent waves occurred during a random
month in each quarter of the rest of the year-long study
(i.e., approximately every 3 months). By adopting a
multiwave approach to experience sampling, we aimed
to provide broad coverage of participants’ momentary
experiences without overburdening them. During experience-sampling periods, participants received three
prompts each day in the morning (7:00 a.m.), afternoon
(12:00 p.m.), and evening (5:00 p.m.) to complete a
short survey about how they felt in that moment. Participants were able to delay surveys for up to 2 hr if
they were unable to complete them immediately. Participants responded to nearly 5,000 prompts for each
item of perceived stress, depressed affect, and anxious
affect (see Table 1).

Exposure to stress.
Month-level assessment. SLEs occurring in the past
month were assessed at each study visit using the UCLA
Life Stress Interview (Hammen, 1988), a semistructured
interview designed to objectively measure the impact of
life events. The interview uses a contextual threat approach
for assessing both chronic stress (e.g., ongoing conflict in
the home, long-term medical issues) as well as acute life
events or episodic stressors (e.g., failing a test, breakup of
a romantic relationship). The interview has been extensively validated, adapted for use in adolescents, and
considered to be the gold standard for assessing SLEs
(Daley et al., 1997; Hammen, 1991). Structured prompts
are used to query numerous domains of the child’s life
(i.e., peers, parents, household/extended family, neighborhood, school, academic, health, finance, and discrimination). Each episodic stressor is probed to determine
timing, duration, severity, and coping resources available.
Research personnel objectively coded the severity of each
experience for a child of that age and sex on a 9-point
scale ranging from 1 (none) to 5 (extremely severe), including half-points. These values were transformed to an integer scale from 0 to 8 for analyses. Following prior work,
a total episodic stress score was computed by taking the
sum of the severity scores of all reported events, which
reflects both the number and severity of episodic stressors
(Hammen et al., 2000), referred to hereafter as SLEs. If the
participant did not report any SLEs, she received a score
of zero for that month. The interview was administered
at each monthly visit to assess SLEs occurring since the
previous visit (see Table 1 and Fig. S1 in the Supplemental
Material). Although analyses focus on the effect of all types
of SLEs on social communication and psychopathology,
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we provide supplemental analyses examining the effect
of interpersonal SLEs and chronic stress on these outcomes in Tables S2 and S10 in the Supplemental Material.
Moment-level assessment. When prompted by the MetricWire app, participants responded to questions assessing
stress in the current moment. In each prompt, stress was
defined for participants in the statement: “Stress is a situation where a person feels upset because of something that
happened unexpectedly or when they are unable to control
important things in their life.” Participants then responded to
the question “Do you feel this kind of stress right now?” on a
7-point scale (1 = not at all, 7 = very stressed).
Internalizing psychopathology.
Month-level assessment. Generalized anxiety symptoms were measured at each study visit with the Generalized Anxiety Disorder–7 (GAD-7) scale, which assesses
anxiety symptoms occurring in the preceding 2 weeks.
Seven items are scored on a Likert scale ranging from
0 to 3; higher scores indicate greater symptom severity. The GAD-7 has good reliability and validity (Spitzer
et al., 2006) and demonstrated good internal consistency
across all time points in the current study (αs = .80–.90;
Table 1; see Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material).
Depression symptoms were measured at each study
visit with the Patient Health Questionnaire–9 (PHQ-9)
scale, which assesses depression symptoms occurring
in the preceding 2 weeks. Nine items are scored on a
Likert scale ranging from 0 to 3; higher scores indicate
greater symptom severity. The PHQ-9 has good reliability and validity (Kroenke et al., 2001) and demonstrated good internal consistency across all time points
in the current study (αs = .76–.90; Table 1; see Fig. S2
in the Supplemental Material).
Moment-level assessment. At each MetricWire prompt,
participants also rated their current feelings of depression and anxiety by responding to the questions “How
depressed do you feel right now?” and “How anxious do
you feel right now?” on 7-point scales (1 = not at all, 7 = very
depressed/anxious). Depression and anxiety were not
defined for participants, allowing this measure to capture
idiosyncratic conceptualizations of these states.
Phone communication. Continuous, passive monitoring of phone communication occurred on mobile devices
throughout the study period using an app (i.e., iMazing
for iPhone and SMS Call & Log Backup for Android) that
downloaded incoming and outgoing phone call and text
message logs. Phone call and text activity since the previous visit were downloaded each month. All identifying
information was immediately removed from these logs
using a custom script. We quantified the number and length

of incoming and outgoing communications. At the month
level of analysis, summaries of calls and texts were aggregated per month and converted into daily averages of
phone and text communication to account for differences
in the lag time between monthly visits across participants
(Table 1; see Fig. S3 in the Supplemental Material). Secondary analyses examining duration of calls and text
messages are included in the Supplemental Material. At
the moment level of analysis, summaries of calls and
texts were aggregated over morning (7:00 a.m.–12:00
p.m.), afternoon (12:01 p.m.–5:00 p.m.), or evening (5:01
p.m.–12:00 a.m.) epochs of the day to parallel the timing
of experience-sampling surveys.

Statistical analysis
Overall, analyses focused on evaluating the role that
fluctuations in the frequency of social communication
might play as a mechanism linking experiences of stress
with internalizing symptoms. To do so, we estimated
models designed to disaggregate between-persons and
within-persons effects over the course of the year. First,
we evaluated these within-persons effects at the month
level while controlling for between-persons effects for
the following associations: (a) SLEs and internalizing
symptoms, (b) SLEs and frequency of social communication (i.e., number of phone calls and text messages),
and (c) frequency of social communication and internalizing symptoms. Finally, we performed a mediation
analysis to evaluate whether fluctuations in the frequency of social communication might serve as a mechanism prospectively linking SLEs with internalizing
symptoms. We undertook additional analyses examining these prospective relationships at the moment level
by examining whether reported stress earlier in the day
predicted changes in phone communication later in the
day and whether these fluctuations in phone communication were associated with subsequent depressed or
anxious affect.
All regression and mediation analyses were carried
out in a Bayesian framework because of its flexibility
in computing models with varied specifications, including a within-persons mediation analysis, and intuitive
interpretation of the 95% highest posterior density
(HPD) credible interval (CR), which signifies a 95%
probability of the true population parameter being
within the interval. We conducted Bayesian hierarchical
linear models with unit of time (i.e., study month or
day) nested within subjects, and a random intercept
was allowed to vary across subjects. All models included
study month (for month-level analyses) or day (for
moment-level analyses) and school status (i.e., months
or days dummy coded for in school vs. out of school
for summer or weekends) as nuisance covariates.
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Models were estimated using the Stan language (Stan
Development Team, 2018) and the brms (Version 2.12.0;
Bürkner, 2017) and sjstats (Version 0.17.6; Lüdecke,
2019) packages for the R software environment (Version
3.5.2; R Core Team, 2019). Weakly informative priors
specifying a Gaussian distribution (M = 0, SD = 10) were
used to represent our diffuse prior knowledge of the
fixed and random effects (see the Supplemental Material for more information about model specification and
Table S3 in the Supplemental Material for complementary analyses). For each parameter, we sampled from
four stationary Markov chains that approximated the
posterior distribution using the Monte Carlo no U-turn
sampler (Hoffman & Gelman, 2014). Each Markov chain
comprised 15,000 sampling iterations, including a burnin period of 2,500 iterations, which were discarded.
Convergence of the four chains to a single stationary
distribution was assessed via the Gelman-Rubin convergence statistic (Gelman & Rubin, 1992). HPD 95%
CR for all parameters were then calculated from these
samples and carried forward for inference, in which
CRs that did not contain zero were considered statistically significant.
To dissociate between- and within-persons effects of
predictors of interest in month-level analyses, we used
within-individuals centering (i.e., centering each participant’s observations at the month level around her
person-specific mean across the year-long study period)
and between-subjects centering at the year level (i.e.,
centering each participant’s mean level for the entire
study period relative to the overall mean for the entire
sample). Both within- and between-persons terms were
included in all models at the same time. This approach
orthogonalizes variation in a given predictor into
between- and within-persons variability (Enders &
Tofighi, 2007), accounting for the dependent nature of
the data both over time and within subjects while controlling for trait-level characteristics of each predictor.
When assessing within-persons effects at the month
level, we computed both concurrent and lagged-analysis
models to assess for prospective relationships.
In moment-level analyses, a slightly different
approach was taken to constrain analyses to relationships within-day, examining associations from morning
to afternoon and afternoon to evening but not evening
to the following morning. In addition, given the structure of the school day, it is possible that these relationships differ across the span of a day. Thus, we first
examined the association of morning predictors (i.e.,
stress, frequency of phone communication) on afternoon outcomes (i.e., frequency of phone communication, depressed and anxious affect) controlling for
between-persons effects (i.e., the average trait level of
the predictor across the year) and morning level of
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outcome. The same procedure was repeated for afternoon predictors on evening outcomes. At the moment
level, within-persons effects were computed for lagged
analyses only, given the inherently staggered nature of
experience-sampling surveys and aggregated phone
communication values.
Multilevel within-persons mediation models were
estimated when significant associations were found
between the predictor and the putative mediator and
between the mediator and outcome. Mediation models
were computed with predictor, mediator, and outcomes
all measured at the within-persons level (i.e., a Level
1-1-1 mediation) by combining coefficients from two
separate Bayesian hierarchical models using the same
approach described above for the regression models.
The first model, from predictor to mediator, yielded an
estimate of the coefficient for the proximal indirect path
(a), whereas the second model, and the dependent
variable was regressed on the predictor and mediator,
yielded coefficients for the distal indirect path (b) and
the direct path (c′). Coefficients from the a and b paths
were multiplied to calculate the indirect effect, and this
in turn was divided by the total effect (indirect + c′) to
quantify the proportion of variance mediated. HPD 95%
CRs were then calculated from these samples for the
indirect effect and proportion of variance mediated and
used to determine statistical significance. Only relationships at the month level satisfied the requirements to
compute a mediation model, thus mediation model
analyses were restricted to month-level relationships.

Results
SLEs and internalizing symptoms
When we examined relationships at the month level,
Bayesian hierarchical models revealed significant associations between SLEs and internalizing symptoms
(Table 2). Within-persons fluctuations in SLEs were significantly associated with increases in anxiety symptoms in the same month but not the following month.
Increases in SLEs were not concurrently associated with
depression symptoms in the same month but predicted
worsening depression symptoms the following month
(Figs. 1a and 1b).
At the moment level, within-persons fluctuations
in reports of morning stress significantly predicted
depressed and anxious affect in the afternoon while
controlling for between-persons differences in perceived stress and morning levels of depressed and
anxious affect. The same pattern was found when we
examined the association of afternoon perceived
stress with evening depressed and anxious affect
(Table 3).
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Table 2. Bayesian Hierarchical Model Outcomes at the Month Level
Within-persons effects
Concurrent
Model
Stressful life events predicting
Generalized anxiety (GAD-7)
Depression (PHQ-9)
Stressful life events predicting
Outgoing calls
Incoming calls
Outgoing texts
Incoming texts
Outgoing calls predicting
Generalized anxiety (GAD-7)
Depression (PHQ-9)
Incoming calls predicting
Generalized anxiety (GAD-7)
Depression (PHQ-9)
Outgoing texts predicting
Generalized anxiety (GAD-7)
Depression (PHQ-9)
Incoming texts predicting
Generalized anxiety (GAD-7)
Depression (PHQ-9)

Lagged

b

SE

95% CR

b

SE

95% CR

0.133
0.088

0.045
0.048

[0.047, 0.221]
[−0.001, 0.186]

0.027
0.129

0.049
0.051

[−0.069, 0.121]
[0.028, 0.227]

0.142
0.077
0.257
0.473

0.031
0.025
0.410
0.489

[0.080, 0.201]
[0.024, 0.122]
[−0.546, 1.038]
[−0.502, 1.415]

0.105
0.069
0.031
0.261

0.031
0.026
0.427
0.492

[0.040, 0.164]
[0.016, 0.119]
[−0.789, 0.874]
[−0.725, 1.205]

0.238
0.228

0.096
0.101

[0.048, 0.427]
[0.034, 0.425]

0.150
0.099

0.098
0.102

[−0.044, 0.341]
[−0.101, 0.300]

0.293
0.244

0.118
0.122

[0.055, 0.520]
[−0.002, 0.483]

0.452
0.204

0.126
0.132

[0.198, 0.696]
[−0.062, 0.464]

0.013
0.013

0.008
0.009

[−0.004, 0.029]
[−0.003, 0.031]

0.012
0.002

0.010
0.010

[−0.007, 0.032]
[−0.017, 0.021]

0.010
0.015

0.007
0.007

[−0.003, 0.023]
[0.001, 0.029]

0.008
0.005

0.008
0.008

[−0.007, 0.024]
[−0.011, 0.019]

Note: Boldface type denotes significant effects. b = unstandardized coefficient; CR = credible interval (15,000 samples); EMA = ecological
momentary assessment; GAD-7 = Generalized Anxiety Disorder–7 (Spitzer et al., 2006); PHQ-9 = Patient Health Questionnaire–9
(Kroenke et al., 2001).

SLEs and phone communication
At the month level, SLEs were consistently associated
with the frequency of phone call behaviors (Table 2).
Within-persons increases in SLEs were associated with
making and receiving more phone calls than normal
during the same month, and these relationships
extended into the following month (Figs. 1c and 1d).
SLEs were not associated with frequency of sending or
receiving text messages either concurrently or in the
following month.
When we examined these relationships at the
moment level, reports of greater morning stress than
usual predicted an increase in incoming calls in the
afternoon while controlling for between-persons levels
of perceived stress and incoming calls in the morning.
This relationship was not significant when we examined
afternoon stress to evening incoming calls. Momentary
stress did not significantly predict changes in frequency
of outgoing calls or texts (Table 3).

Phone communication and
internalizing symptoms
At the month level, within-persons fluctuations in the
frequency of phone communication were also related

to changes in internalizing symptoms (Table 2). When
adolescents made more phone calls than usual, they
reported experiencing greater symptoms of anxiety and
depression during the same month. When adolescents
received more phone calls than normal, they reported
more symptoms of anxiety during the same month and
the following month. Finally, adolescents that received
more text messages than normal reported an increase
in depression symptoms during the same month but
not the following month (Figs. 1e–1h).
When we examined these relationships at the
moment level, frequency of phone communication earlier in the day was not associated with depressed or
anxious affect later in the day (Table 3).

Social behaviors as a mediator of
stress and internalizing symptoms
When we examined the relationships between SLEs,
frequency of phone communication, and internalizing
symptoms at the within-persons level, significant associations across each arm of the indirect path (i.e., SLEs
to phone communication; phone communication to
internalizing symptoms) emerged at the month level
only. Below, we report the median estimate (to account
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Table 3. Bayesian Hierarchical Model Outcomes at the Moment Level
Within-persons effects

Model
EMA stress predicting
EMA anxiety
EMA depression
EMA stress predicting
Outgoing calls
Incoming calls
Outgoing texts
Incoming texts
Outgoing calls predicting
EMA anxiety
EMA depression
Incoming calls predicting
EMA anxiety
EMA depression
Outgoing texts predicting
EMA anxiety
EMA depression
Incoming texts predicting
EMA anxiety
EMA depression

Morning → afternoon (lagged)

Afternoon → evening (lagged)

b

SE

95% CR

b

SE

95% CR

0.135
0.048

0.032
0.024

[0.073, 0.195]
[0.003, 0.100]

0.159
0.063

0.029
0.025

[0.100, 0.215]
[0.015, 0.111]

−0.002
0.047
−0.181
−0.185

0.036
0.022
0.344
0.393

[−0.074, 0.066]
[0.005, 0.087]
[−0.870, 0.467]
[−0.980, 0.559]

0.003
0.007
−0.274
−0.304

0.031
0.048
0.450
0.506

[−0.055,
[−0.081,
[−1.214,
[−1.258,

0.067
0.027

0.044
0.035

[−0.017, 0.160]
[−0.046, 0.096]

−0.018
0.008

0.024
0.019

[−0.065, 0.027]
[−0.029, 0.043]

0.026
−0.040

0.054
0.043

[−0.076, 0.135]
[−0.120, 0.042]

−0.043
−0.061

0.040
0.033

[−0.122, 0.034]
[−0.127, 0.002]

0.002
0.001

0.004
0.003

[−0.005, 0.008]
[−0.005, 0.006]

0.001
0.002

0.003
0.002

[−0.005, 0.006]
[−0.003, 0.006]

0.002
0.002

0.003
0.003

[−0.005, 0.008]
[−0.004, 0.007]

0.002
0.001

0.003
0.002

[−0.003, 0.007]
[−0.003, 0.005]

0.065]
0.100]
0.573]
0.672]

Note: Boldface type denotes significant effects. b = unstandardized coefficient; CR = credible interval (15,000 samples);
EMA = ecological momentary assessment; GAD-7 = Generalized Anxiety Disorder–7 (Spitzer et al., 2006); PHQ-9 =
Patient Health Questionnaire–9 (Kroenke et al., 2001).

for skew) of the indirect effect and proportion mediated with 95% CR. For full statistical results of all mediation models tested, see Table S4 in the Supplemental
Material.
We determined whether within-persons fluctuations
in the frequency of phone communication mediated
the relationship between stress and internalizing symptoms during the same month (concurrent mediation).
We found that fluctuations in number of outgoing calls
significantly mediated the within-persons relationship
between SLEs and depression during the same month,
accounting for 42.68% of the total effect of this relationship (Fig. 2a). By contrast, neither fluctuations in
number of outgoing nor incoming calls mediated the
within-persons relationship between SLEs and anxiety symptoms in the same month (see Table S4 in the
Supplemental Material).
Next, we examined whether within-persons fluctuations in the frequency of phone communication mediated the prospective association between within-persons
deviations in stress and changes in internalizing symptoms the following month (prospective mediation).
Fluctuations in number of incoming calls significantly
mediated the relationship between changes in SLEs and

subsequent anxiety symptoms the following month,
accounting for 39.38% of the total effect of this relationship (Fig. 2b). When also lagging the relationship
between stress and incoming calls, we found that the
number of incoming calls significantly mediated 38.70%
of the total effect of the relationship between the previous month’s SLEs and the following month’s changes
in anxiety symptoms (Fig. 2c). This prospective association suggests that there may be a sequential relationship
to these factors in which stress may stir up an influx of
phone communication that may drive worsening anxiety symptoms. Although the current study cannot speak
to the exact nature of this influx in phone calls, secondary analyses aimed at understanding its correlates suggest that within-persons fluctuations in corumination
may play a role in these outcomes (see Table S5 in the
Supplemental Material).

Discussion
Understanding the mechanisms that explain how SLEs
foment internalizing symptoms during adolescence is
crucial for early intervention and prevention efforts.
Given the dramatic shifts in social experiences that
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Fig. 1. Stressful life events (SLEs), phone communication, and internalizing symptoms at the month level. The scatterplots show the relationships between within-persons
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estimated effect from a Bayesian hierarchical model; the shaded area represents the 95% credible interval (15,000 samples).
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occur during adolescence, we examined social communication as a potential mechanism linking stressors
to internalizing psychopathology in adolescent females
by objectively characterizing the frequency of phone
calls and text messaging. Examination of these relationships at multiple timescales in an intensive longitudinal
design positioned us to isolate within-persons fluctuations to determine how these associations unfolded
dynamically over time. This approach revealed robust
associations between within-persons fluctuations in
SLEs and frequency of phone communication. Specifically, when adolescents experienced more stressors
than was typical for them, they made and received more
phone calls during the same month and the following
month. The relationship between perceived stress and
subsequent changes in incoming calls was also observed
at the moment level. These changes in social communication were related to fluctuations in internalizing
symptoms, but not momentary affect, such that months
characterized by greater frequency of phone and text
communication than usual were associated with withinpersons increases in both current and future anxiety or
depression symptoms. Finally, mediation analyses
showed that increases in incoming phone calls accounted
for a significant proportion of the prospective withinpersons relationship between stress and subsequent
anxiety symptoms the following month.
Given that evidence linking psychological well-being
and phone communication is mixed (George et al.,
2018; Murdock, 2013; Padilla-Walker et al., 2012; Roser
et al., 2016), we sought to clarify this relationship using
an intensive longitudinal design that capitalizes on the
ability to passively collect actual frequency of phone
communication. This approach afforded the ability to
examine the sequential unfolding of the relationships
between stressors, phone communication, and internalizing symptoms at multiple timescales over a year while
using multimodal approaches of gathering data to
reduce shared variance in measurement (i.e., standardized interview, passive digital monitoring, and subjective report). With these advancements, we provide
evidence suggesting that within-persons fluctuations in
SLEs are associated with changes in the frequency of
phone communication that, in turn, are associated with
anxiety and depression symptoms concurrently and
prospectively. In contrast, the duration of calls and
length of text messages were not significantly related
to stressors or psychopathology, except for outgoing
call length, whereby a weak, positive relationship was
related to concurrent symptoms of depression. Thus,
frequency of communication represents the metric of
social communication that is associated with psychopathology following stress. Greater research is needed
to identify the mechanisms through which stressors
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relate specifically to the frequency of social communication; these could include increases in rumination and
worry (e.g., Michl et al., 2013), reassurance-seeking
( Joiner et al., 1999), and desire for social support that
occur following stressful life events. Contrary to the
notion that enhanced social engagement would universally buffer adolescents from the harmful effects of
stress, these findings highlight the potential negative
consequences of certain forms of social communication
during adolescence, particularly during periods characterized by greater levels of stress.
The consequences of social engagement may depend
on both the nature of support-seeking behavior and
whether it is met with a supportive response (Frison &
Eggermont, 2015). A variety of social responses to stress
can be maladaptive, including reassurance-seeking and
corumination. Reassurance-seeking involves repeatedly
soliciting confirmation of positive standing from others,
which over time can lead to a deterioration of relationships and worsening of internalizing symptoms ( Joiner
et al., 1999; Potthoff et al., 1995; Prinstein et al., 2005).
Corumination is characterized as dwelling on problems
in conversation with others; although this tendency
strengthens social bonds, it also predicts worsening
symptoms of anxiety and depression in adolescents
(Rose, 2002; Schwartz-Mette & Rose, 2012). In addition,
although not measurable in this study, the extent to which
support-seeking behaviors are actually met with an
empathic response can mitigate or increase risk for stressrelated internalizing symptoms (Frison & Eggermont,
2015). Thus, certain kinds of social engagement following stressors could exacerbate risk for subsequent
psychopathology.
When characterizing monthly within-persons fluctuations in SLEs, social communication, and symptoms of
anxiety and depression over the course of a year, we
replicated prior findings by demonstrating that withinpersons fluctuations in exposure to stress—measured
using a “gold-standard” interview-based approach—
were concurrently and prospectively associated with
changes in internalizing symptoms ( Jenness et al.,
2019). We extend this research by showing this relationship on both the month and moment levels of assessment and reaffirm that these deleterious effects of stress
on mental health motivate additional research on the
mechanisms underlying this connection.
We also found that when adolescents experienced
more SLEs than was normal for them, they engaged in
more phone calls during the same month and the following month, a pattern that also emerged at the
moment level for incoming calls, suggesting a rapid
coupling between stress and phone communication. A
similar pattern was found for interpersonal stressors and
phone communication in which greater interpersonal
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stress was associated with higher frequency of phonecall, but not text-message, communication. Chronic
stress was also similarly positively related to number of
phone calls; however, chronic stress was also associated
with reduced frequency of incoming text messages during the same month (see Table S2 in the Supplemental
Material). This dissociation may be explained by the
different relational purposes that phone calls and text
messages serve. Although adolescents typically reserve
conversations with parents and discussions about major
life events for phone conversations (Madell & Muncer,
2007), text messaging among adolescents is used to
maintain and reinforce existing bonds with close friends
(Blair et al., 2015; Bryant et al., 2006). It is possible that
during times of more severe or ongoing stress, adolescents pull for more substantive social support by way
of phone calls while reducing engagement in text messages that serve a relational maintenance function and
reflect more superficial communication.
To evaluate whether these responses to stress were
adaptive or maladaptive, we examined how fluctuations
in the frequency of social communication related to
symptoms of anxiety or depression. Although not associated with momentary affect at a more granular time
scale, analyses at the month level show that making
more phone calls than usual was associated with
increased symptoms of anxiety and depression during
the same month and that greater incoming calls than
usual was prospectively associated with worsening
anxiety the following month. Moreover, receiving more
phone calls following exposure to stressors accounted
for a significant proportion of the prospective relationship between within-persons increases in SLEs and
subsequent anxiety symptoms. The longitudinal nature
of these data allows us to draw inferences about the
directionality of these relationships (Maxwell & Cole,
2007), which suggests that an influx of phone calls following SLEs may drive subsequent worsening symptoms of anxiety. The dissociation in findings based on
timescale may clarify the temporal dynamics of how
phone communication affects well-being over time.
Specifically, although within-day changes in phone
communication were not significantly associated with
depressed or anxious affect, the associations of
increased phone communication on depression and
anxiety symptoms may arise more gradually with an
accumulation of increased communication given that a
time frame of weeks to months is more relevant to
symptom development and disorder onset (Hammen,
2005; Kendler et al., 1999). This general pattern extends
previous work that used a within-subjects mediation
design in adolescents rather than a cross-sectional moderation design and showed that young adults that are
high-volume texters demonstrated stronger coupling
between stress and internalizing symptoms (Murdock,
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2013). Together, these findings suggest that withinpersons fluctuations in the frequency of social communication may be a potential mechanism linking
stressors with internalizing symptoms. These findings
may point to high-intensity phone communication relative to one’s baseline as indicative of a marker of risk
for psychopathology following exposure to stress.
Although increases in both making and receiving
calls was associated with SLEs and concurrent anxiety
and depression symptoms, only increases in the number of incoming calls were prospectively linked to
worsening of anxiety the following month. This pattern
was not observed for outgoing calls, which raises some
interesting possible explanations. The influx in incoming calls could reflect a response from maladaptive
social behaviors following stress. Although unlikely to
be explained by reassurance-seeking behavior, which
can erode relationships and result in less social engagement from others (Potthoff et al., 1995), corumination
is one potential explanation for this pattern. To test this
possibility, we examined whether within-persons fluctuations in self-reported corumination was associated with
SLEs, phone communication, or internalizing psychopathology (see Table S5 in the Supplemental Material).
We found that within-persons increases in reported
corumination were associated with greater frequency
of incoming phone calls that same month and, consistent with prior work (Rose, 2002), worsening internalizing symptoms in the same month and the following
month. Although not associated with SLEs, corumination may be a contributing factor that could help explain
why increases in incoming phone calls following stress
led to worsening symptoms of anxiety. Tracking of social
communication, captured here by frequency of phone
calls and text messages, could represent a stress-related
marker of clinical risk that reflects complex social and
psychological factors, which may include coruminative
behaviors. Another possible explanation for the particularly strong link between incoming calls and subsequent anxiety is that the calls themselves involve
stressful interpersonal interactions, such as conflict
with peers, bullying, or increased monitoring from parents. The current study was not designed to examine
these questions, and future work should attempt to
determine whether phone communication is with parents or peers and, taking a step further, introduce
content analysis (e.g., from text messages) to extract
the nature of the communication. Although informative, we have restricted our analyses to frequency of
communication because content analysis pushes the
boundaries of ethics and protection of privacy ( Jacobson et al., 2020).
Taken together, these findings suggest that social
behaviors, such as frequency of phone communication,
is a marker of risk for psychopathology following stress
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and may serve as a mechanism linking the two. However, the current research should be considered in light
of its limitations. The interpretation of changes in the
frequency of social communication is limited in that it
is unknown whether communication is with a peer or
parent, and this relationship type influences communication method and support-seeking behavior (Blair
et al., 2015; Bryant et al., 2006; Madell & Muncer, 2007).
Moreover, perceived social support from parents compared with peers during adolescence could differentially affect risk for depression (Stice et al., 2004).
Future work should identify whether the social communication driving the link between stress and psychopathology is primarily explained by communication
with peers or parents.
In addition, the scope of social communication here
is limited to frequency of phone calls and text messages, although communication may also be taking
place in person or via other social media platforms
popular among adolescents, such as WhatsApp, SnapChat, and Instagram. Future work should aim to isolate
the unique contribution of phone communication to
the current findings compared with changes in general
phone usage (e.g., screen time) or general sociability
(e.g., face-to-face communication). Furthermore, as discussed, the current analyses are limited to a sample of
30 adolescent females, which limits the generalizability
of the current study. Although the sample size is
restricted because of the intensive longitudinal nature
of the study design, the sample includes community
members that are representative for a wide range of
socioeconomic status and risk for psychopathology (see
Method section). The focus on females was chosen
by design to reduce interindividual variability and
capitalize on a group that is at particularly high risk for
problematic phone use and internalizing problems
(Hankin et al., 1998; Lewinsohn et al., 1995; Roser et al.,
2016). However, future work should aim to generalize
these findings to a larger sample including males and
investigate any gender-specific effects. Finally, analytical approaches used in the current work should be
leveraged to identify intervention points on the basis
of how frequency of social communication can confer
risk or resilience to psychopathology following stress
(Nahum-Shani et al., 2018).
The current research suggests that increases in
social communication using mobile devices relative to
adolescents’ average usage could portend negative
consequences for adolescents. These findings do not
necessarily suggest that adolescents should not communicate with others following stressful events, but
rather, it may be important to consider the nature of
that communication. In addition to the intense and
constant attunement to potential communication and

the accompanying anxiety associated with phone separation (Skierkowski & Wood, 2012), some electronic
communication may lead to more opportunities for
stress (Weinstein & Selman, 2016), including greater
potential for misunderstanding (Coyne et al., 2011), or
embolden more negative treatment or bullying ( Jones
et al., 2013). Furthermore, some cell phone users exhibit
compulsive behaviors termed problematic cell phone
use (Billieux, 2012), which can lead to dysfunction (e.g.,
not completing expected demands), stress, and symptoms of anxiety and depression in both adolescents and
adults (Coyne et al., 2018, 2019; Lister-Landman et al.,
2017; Murdock, 2013; Redmayne et al., 2013; Roser
et al., 2016; Thomée et al., 2011). Thus, it is important
to closely examine social behaviors in the form of
phone communication as a mechanism through which
SLEs might contribute to internalizing problems in adolescents. Whether these findings extend to other
domains of functioning, such as relationship quality,
risk behaviors, and substance use, is an important goal
for future research.

Conclusion
Although SLEs are a known risk factor for symptoms
of depression and anxiety, the mechanisms underlying
this tight temporal coupling remain poorly understood.
Here, we used an intensive longitudinal design and
leveraged digital phenotyping methods to understand
how dynamic changes in social behaviors following
exposure to SLEs relate to the emergence of internalizing symptoms at multiple timescales. We find that
within-persons fluctuations in the frequency of social
communication statistically explain the prospective link
between stressful life events and anxiety symptoms. This
work provides evidence for one pathway by which
stressors can lead to worsening of internalizing symptoms and identifies frequency of social communication
as a social process that confers risk for psychopathology following exposure to SLEs. Identifying mechanisms of risk using smartphone technology will allow
for future innovation in how, when, and with whom to
intervene and mitigate risk for stress-related psy
chopathology.
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